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Name Ram S Ramanthan 

 

Languages I coach in English. Communicate in Hindi, Tamil and Bahasa Indonesia  

Specialist Areas CEO/CXO Leadership as individuals and teams & HiPo Managers.  
Issues of Transition, Work Life, Abrasive Aggressive, Start Up, Social 
Entrepreneurs 

Profile  
 

I prefer to work with leaders as individuals and teams having been there and done it and walked the 
path.  I focus on taking my clients beyond the business issues into a larger work life integration frame 
that helps resolve limiting beliefs. 
My belief in the Carl Rogers’ approach of unconditional positive regard for client and sponsor, using a 
blend of western psychological processes blended with Eastern spiritual concepts, works for the best 
benefit of clients.  

Corporate 
Experience 

Over 45 years of Corporate leadership experience, 30 years at CEO or higher level, including building 
multibillion-dollar conglomerates. Direct experience in consumer goods, food industry, automotive 
components, oil and gas, steel industries at CXO/CEO levels. Also as Government advisor. Have been 
a VC and serial entrepreneur. CV upon request. 
I coach leaders both as individuals and in teams. Help them in strategizing vision co-creatively and 
develop action plans collaboratively, coaching them through to implementation. In addition work on 
behavioral issues, work life integration etc.  
I am a qualified Hogan certified Assessor; ICF & EMCC assessor; Supervisor & Mentor; ICF, EMCC, CCE 
accredited trainer; EMCC global coach award winner.  
As co-founder of Coacharya trained over 500 professionals to ICF/EMCC/ CCE credentials, now 
focused on supporting companies develop internal coaching culture. 

Volunteering Play a role in supporting coaching activities of ICF, EMCC, BCC 
Provide pro bono support to social entrepreneurship organizations 

Clients  Over 30 multinational clients including Citi, 
Unilever, YUM, Boeing, Yahoo…  

 Please see http://coacharya.com 

 Technology, BFI, Consumer Goods, Telecom , 
Pharma etc… 

 
 

Testimonial “Ram has the wisdom of the experience, seniority and charisma. He has high emotional intelligence, 
able to engage the client in an intimate journey experience on leadership, management and corporate 

diplomacy. He is focused on the individual (his real client) and is able to provide candid feedback for a 
better professional and personal life. I really enjoyed, learned and progressed after having Coach Ram 

as my coach. 

I could realize my great fit (company profile and personal dreams) of joining xxxx in a new high value 
business like flavors.” 

Luis, CXO in European Food Multinational  

Qualifications 
& Professional 
Memberships 

ICF MCC, EMCC SP, CCE BCC 
Coach, Coach Trainer, Mentor, Supervisor, Assessor  
Accredited trainer by ICF, EMCC and CCE 
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